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Alpha Technologies Solutions
FXM2000 UPS The Alpha FXM2000 uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
modules provide clean, reliable power control and management as part of
a complete UPS solution. Each model is available in either North American
(120V/60Hz) or International (230V/50Hz) variants. Automatic Voltage Regulation
(AVR) provides power stability in unpredictable environments and constant voltage during
variable power conditions, even during periods of surge or sag in the line voltage. A wide
operating temperature range of -40 to 74°C (-40 to 165°F) is suitable for the most extreme
operating environments. Temperature compensated battery charging protects batteries from
over charging at extreme temperatures, extending battery life. Event and alarm logging with
time and date stamping simplifies and accelerates troubleshooting. Control and power
connection panels can be rotated for either horizontal or vertical viewing.

220GXL Batteries Alpha’s standby battery offering incorporates Gel for thermal
dissipation to ensure optimal life performance for your particular Broadband, Traffic or Wi-Fi
application. Incorporating high-performance Silver Alloy for maximum life expectancy enables the
Alpha 220GXL Batteries to provide the longest runtimes. They operate over a wide temperature
range to provide the best longevity in today’s demanding outdoor and indoor applications. The
batteries offer 100% runtime capacity out-of-box, eliminating the need for cycling. And they are
backed by Alpha’s industry-leading, non-prorated hassle-free warranties.

“Alpha Technologies
provided the ideal total
power solution because
of the products’ rugged
design and ability
to handle extreme
operating temperatures,”
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